Abstract-Sport analytics in general and soccer analytics in particular constitute quickly growing markets when it comes to professional analyses and visualizations. From a data analysis research perspective, soccer is a rich source of geospatial and temporal movement data, with high details and a controlled environment. However, soccer movement is complex as its compounds are actions and reactions of two opposing teams with inverse goals. Common analyses performed today are typically oriented towards statistical analysis and considering aggregate measurements. In this work, we propose a set of effective visual-interactive methods for investigating set plays as a first step towards semi-automated analysis of tactic behavior. In our analytic design, we follow the so-called Informationseeking Mantra by Ben Shneiderman by providing overview visualizations, interactive refinements, and detailed analysis views. We take an applied approach in showing case studies that give evidence for the applicability and merits of our proposed techniques.
Introduction
Soccer, being the world's most popular invasive team sport, can be seen as a billion Euro business with many clubs, fan base, and supporting industries. Sponsors and shareholders invest substantial funds to ensure the competitiveness of their teams. Both expectations for high performance, as well as the pressure to succeed, grow steadily. Consequently, nothing is left to chance and scientific methods are introduced from fields including biomedical analysis, business operation research, but also data analysis. Specialists in several fields work jointly to create environments to optimize sport team performance. Over decades, soccer matches were manually processed, making use of match segments in video analysis. These analysts identify, extract and summarize interesting and match deciding scenes in highlight videos. This approach is very time consuming and depends highly on the chosen scenes. Furthermore, the analysis depends on the interpretations by the analysis staff, which may be subjective and difficult to reproduce in many cases. Recent technical progress in GPS-, sensor-and camera-based tracking enables the collection of large amounts of data with high temporal and spatial accuracy. The large amount of raw soccer data is often used only partially in current practice when investigating soccer matches [1] .
The eventual result of a soccer match are the final scores. However, the result does not have to be positively correlated with the performance of individual players on the pitch, or constructs such as team strategy and its adaption during a match. Player behavior is subject to rules that need to be followed and the match plan of the coach. The match plan can be defined as how the coach wants his team to act. Usually, a team defends their half when they are not in possession of the ball against the opposing team and attack when they are in possession of the ball. The movement of each player depends on the movement of all other players. These strong interdependencies result in movement patterns where every action causes a reaction [2] . Cooperative behavior within teams and competitive behavior between teams are the basic ingredients of the observed movement.
As the quantity and complexity of recorded movement data and application questions in soccer steadily increases, neither purely visual nor purely analytic approaches are sufficient. Applying automated data mining techniques without any knowledge of the data will lead to incomplete and maybe even incorrect analysis results. Visualizing the data first (visual overview) provides the opportunity to use the human perception and cognition interpreting the data as well as human pattern recognition identifying relations and interdependencies. Consequently, the combination of analysis, visualization, and human domain knowledge is a promising approach for a successful in-depth analysis. Visual Analytics [3] is a core-technology postulating the synergy of machine (fast and accurate computations) and human (creativity and world knowledge). The key interfaces between humans and machines are information visualization and human computer interaction.
Ben Shneiderman, one of the founders of the field of Information Visualization, introduced an utmost influential analysis paradigm relying on interactive visualization. Specifically, the so-called visual information-seeking mantra suggests to "overview first, zoom and filter, then detail-ondemand" [4] . Following this paradigm results in overview visualizations allowing interactive zooming and filtering capabilities on interesting aspects of the data. The last step is a detailed view or analysis to verify hypothesis and gain insights. In this paper, we follow the visual information-seeking mantra and propose for the different steps in the process appropriate analysis and visualization methods supporting the analysis of set play in soccer. We contribute methods addressing the problem of identifying a team's match plan. A team usually plays with a certain formation, depending on many influence factors such as the match situation or the current score. Consequently, there exists a myriad of possible strategic approaches, tactics, observable behavior patterns and many more parameters that need to be analyzed and which make the analysis difficult. As a first approximation to the difficult high-level task of understanding and analyzing match strategies, we focus on the analysis of match situations for which most of the parameters are known. Especially set play situations such as free kicks or corner kicks represent interesting examples of such analyses as they are executed over and over again during training. Since up to one third of all goals are scored after a set play [5] , they have a significant influence on the failure or success of a team. Additionally, during a set play the match is paused which allows each player to adopt her or his position based on the tactic of the coach. We develop and integrate novel visualization techniques and allow analysts to inspect the tactic of a team during set plays.
Background and Related Work
Data-driven sport analytics has recently seen large interest both from research and practice. Especially, team sports offer a diverse variety of aspects challenging to analyze, ranging from video analysis, over movement analysis to the analysis of collective and tactical team behavior. Data-driven sports analytics has benefited to a large extent from the availability of data, which nowadays can be captured mostly automatically. For example, movement data can nowadays be captured using Computer Vision approaches (from video input) or position sensing (using triangulation).
Existing sports analytics methods can be distinguished by the type of analysis performed. Statistical data analysis relies on forming descriptive statistics from data (e.g., performance statistics) and evaluation of models (e.g., prediction of outcome of matches). Statistical approaches can be assisted by data visualization to represent the outcome of the analysis in form of graphs. For example, several systems were proposed with the goal of breaking down and simplifying a single match (or set of matches). To represent the course of a game, Legg et al. [6] use a timeline to visualize important events such as shot on target and additional information in an abstracting and summarizing manner. Space is an important concept in assessing team sports and various computational models exist to estimate space and its usage. For example, Voronoi cells have been used to this end [7] .
Explorative analysis tools often do not base on particular predefined statistical models, but allow more explorative analyses, providing tools to inspect data from different perspectives. Such approaches may be combined with descriptive statistic approaches, once appropriate models are found by explorative analysis. Interactive data visualization provides many tools to support explorative analysis in sports, as has been recently identified [8] . An example of a visualexplorative system is Perin et al. [9] , grouping different aspects of a soccer match such as executed passes or phases of a match and contrast them with each other in a smallmultiple view. Horton et al. [10] classify executed passes during a soccer match and evaluate the quality of these passes by means of distance, shot strength and oppression of the alluded recipient. In our own previous work, we have relied extensively on interactive visualization to explore soccer data. We proposed a multi-view analysis of derived soccer features such as player speed, acceleration, and shots on goal in order to segment interesting sequences from the matches for detailed inspection [11] . We considered the derived notion of free space during the match and provided a dynamic visualization that allows the use of free space by the teams in various game situations to be assessed [12] . Free space is also an example of a measure that can be derived from the movement data in combination with certain assumptions (model). Specifically, attributes such as speed and viewing direction of a player should be considered when estimating free spaces that could be occupied by other team players in a given situation.
In team sports in general, the rules are fixed and the participants are trained to follow these rules, and actionreaction dynamics are set to happen. Perl et al. [13] introduce an approach to the analysis of tactical performance, where a combination of neural network-based pattern analysis and analysis of statistics such as ball possession is used. Especially the collective behavior in terms of movement is interesting, where the spatial-temporal positioning data of the players is analyzed. With the help of player movement in a match, Gyarmati et al. [14] deduce pass strategies that are indicative of prolonged ball possession. Bartlett et al. [15] in contrast explore offensive strategies across several matches with the goal of assigning roles to the individual players.
Many of the techniques developed for soccer may be applied to other team sports, such as Rugby [16] and Ice Hockey [17] . But also for individual-oriented sports, domainspecific visualization have been proposed to date [18] and the field of visual sport analytics continues to thrive.
Overview
The common first step of exploring and investigating an unknown data set is to examine the overall data structure and distribution from an overview perspective. The analyst is for example interested in exploring the general regions of dangerous set plays and how the set plays were executed in the different regions. Computing and providing a valuable overview visualization is quite challenging as there exists high overlap of player trajectories. We propose several visualizations with different levels of aggregation to foster different views to the data suited to the analyst's needs.
Dangerousness Measure
The key to effective overview visualization is to derive and visualize domain-specific measures of interest from the data. In our case, the notion of dangerousness comes to mind when analyzing soccer situations. Visualizing the dangerousness of a set play is an effective way to get an impression of the success of a team's set play variations. Furthermore, visualizing the dangerousness by visual displays that guide the attention of the analyst to important parts in Figure 2 . The analyst can display generalized free kicks by a mouse over. The thickness indicates the frequency of free kicks that were executed this way.
the data can support the interactive exploration process. The dangerousness of a set play depends on several parameters. We compute the measure by taking the type of free kick (e.g., pass, cross, shot, etc.), distance to the goal, shooting power as well as the outcome of the set play (e.g., shot on goal) into account. The calculation comprises a weighted sum of these parameters with subsequent normalization to the range [0,1]. We experimented with different normalization techniques (e.g. min-max-normalization) but found log-normalization to yield the best results. Especially robustness with respect to large dangerousness disparities and visualization interpretability were superior with log-normalization. The mapping to color is performed linearly per default to the range of white to blue (see Figure 3 ) according to the normalized value. We additionally offer the possibility to define own color mappings.
Safe Dangerous Figure 3 . The color map used to distinguish dangerous set plays (blue) and safe set plays (white).
Different Levels of Aggregation
Depending on the overall analysis task different levels of aggregation are needed for the overview visualization. We provide four types of overview visualizations, as displayed in Figure 1 and Figure 2 . On the highest aggregation level, we spatially aggregate the data into regions as displayed in Figure 1 (a). The regions were defined by a soccer expert reflecting a semantically meaningful partition of the soccer pitch. Our expert has been an active soccer player for 24 years and has been working as a coach for 10 years; he is currently employed by the German soccer club FC Bayern München. The soccer expert defined the partitions as regions in which different kind of tactical behavior is expected. The regions are colored according to the computed dangerousness of the free kicks within the respective region. For more detailed views of the free kicks, we provide a combination of regions and voronoi cells (see Figure 1 (b) ). The reason we use a voronoi separation is to subdivide the soccer pitch into distinguishable areas according to set play execution. Given a set of points, the voronoi separation is calculated by assigning subregions to these points. The sides of these regions are obtained by dividing nearby points by a line. More details can be visualized by voronoi cells being not spatially aggregated depicted in Figure 1 (c) . In these views, the analyst is able to get an impression of each individual free kick and its dangerousness. Furthermore, we provide possibilities to further drill-down into the underlaying movement data. As shown in Figure 2 , we display aggregated trajectories via mouse hovering to indicate the movement and, consequently, tactical decisions.
Importance-Driven Distortion
The provided voronoi set play visualizations enables the analyst to inspect each captured free kick and to guide the analysis process. The challenge of voronoi cells is however that dense areas with many set plays will suffer from resulting small voronoi cells and that the distribution of cell shape and size may be irregular, depending on the data. An example can be seen in Figure 1 To tackle the problem of diverse cell size, we designed a visualization that ensures that every voronoi cell has approximately the same area and, therefore, distorts the original soccer pitch. This cartogram-like visualization [19] can exemplary be seen in Figure 4 . The distortion clearly communicates the focus of free kicks on the right wing. In order to compute these cartogram-like visualizations, we use parts of ScapeToad (http://scapetoad.choros.ch/) and a diffusion-based algorithm [?] designed by Gastner and Newman.
Zoom and Filter
In Visual Analytics, overviews are accompanied and enhanced by zooming and filtering capabilities. Consequently, we provide the possibility to focus on more specific and detailed data aspects. This includes that coaches are interested in understanding the way opposing teams play their set plays, which formation they use, which player will take which role and where the ball is going to be played. 
Formation Analysis
When preparing for new opponents, coaches want to predict how a team is going to position itself during a set play. Therefore, we need to visualize the most probable position of each player as well as develop a visual feedback to indicate the uncertainty of our prediction for specific players. Starting the formation analysis, the user selects for which free kick position a prediction shall be performed (displayed by the blue dot in Figure 5 ). Black dots represent starting positions of recorded set plays around the selected position which means that the positioning and movement behavior of this set plays is taken into account.
The prediction is performed based on the selected position and historical data. We separately cluster the locations of each player at the beginning of free kicks close to the selected position in order to overcome outlier and noise influences. The centroid of the largest cluster will be the predicted position of the respective player. Each player is visually represented by a red jersey symbol with his starting number. The transparency of the jersey symbol indicates the uncertainty of the prediction as depicted in Figure 6 . The calculation of the probability of the location of player X is shown in Equation 1. We define a minimal probability of 0.2 to ensure visibility of the players, even if their positions are extremely uncertain.
We do not display all players of one team, but show the players with respect to their formal position (e.g., a team only has a specific amount of defenders, midfielders) and their probability to be in the line-up based on their number of matches. If a certain player displayed on the pitch is injured, the analyst can interactively remove that player and chose a replacement. To further indicate tactical behavior, we introduce a heat map visualization for set plays, as shown in Figure 7 . The motivation of a heat map visualization is to show the most frequent execution paths. The darker the area is drawn, the more often the ball passed this area. Aggregating the data like this supports the detection of patterns as well as anomalies and serves as a way to gain an overview about the possible variations potentially employed in a match.
The uncertainty of a player in the predicted formation can be examined thoroughly as displayed in Figure 8 . For a selected player, we visualize all of her or his positions at the moment of the set play. Player movement before (red line) as well as after (green line) the free kick are visualized. A pink line shows that the player received the ball in this set play. The dark clouds represent found positioning clusters for this player. Additionally, all player positions are connected by calculating their minimum spanning tree. Minimum spanning trees are often used as a means of clustering method (e.g., single linkage cluster analysis [?] ). Our intention of using 
Analysis of Tactic Variances
The tactic variation view enables the analyst to dig deeper into the general approaches a team has in set play situations corresponding to the spatial context. We segment the data according to the path and stations of the ball during a set play. In order to achieve this segmentation, we cluster each set play based on its main events (cross, pass, shot, running with ball) with the TRACLUS-algorithm [20] . Afterwards, the arising clusters are grouped by the number and kind of events. The resulting clusters have a similar trajectory as well as similar number and kind of events. The analyst can inspect all found variation clusters as displayed in Figure 9 . Each cluster is represented by a rectangle in which the main events are visualized by color. The size of a rectangle serves in a preattentive way to indicate how many set plays of the same variation style are in this cluster. It is given by the percentage of set plays falling into the variation the rectangle is presenting. The layout is realized by solving a packing problem for rectangular objects [?]. As the analyst decides to investigate a cluster further, we create a visualization showing the specific set play variant enriched by various symbols along the trajectory. Segments between two events are encoded by a describing symbol. Dribbling, for example, is encoded by a yellow waved line. The visualization of one single variation can be seen in Figure 10 . We provide further means of filtering by a glyphbased filtering interface. The glyphs can show all different event possibilities within a cluster as shown in Figure 11 . For instance, filtering enables the user to look for direct goal shots or passes to other players. Furthermore, we derive generalized player movement by displaying abstracted player movement paths calculated by averaging the movement of each player in each set play of the variation cluster. 
CROSS
SHOT GOAL 10 13 Figure 11 . In this variation cluster, we filtered for all free kicks with crosses at the beginning.
Details on Demand
The verification and refining step during the analysis process is enabled by details on demand. Analysts may examine specific set play situations in detail and visually assess how these evolved. We therefore developed an animation in which analysts are able to animate the execution of a desired set play. We enriched this visual representation by adding various information such as player paths or blocked goal space by the so-called defensive wall in cases of a direct free kick. To compute the defensive wall for a free kick, we cluster the positions for players of the opposing team. Thereby, we only consider players who are positioned in the correct area that is the area between goal and free kick execution position, which according to play regulations is around 9.15m from the starting point. From the resulting clusters, we choose the largest and if this cluster contains at least two players, we assign these players to the defensive wall. Additional meta-information (performer, distance, type, speed of the ball) is displayed via tooltips. The user can decide whether information on specific player types (e.g., defenders) are to be highlighted. Figure 12 shows an exemplary detail view comparing two free kicks. The attacking team is displayed by blue dots while the defending team is displayed by red dots. While paused, the overall ball trajectory and the starting positions of all players are being displayed. The exact movement of every actor gets animated in real-time otherwise. If desired, the analyst may add in additional contextual visualizations such as interaction spaces or free spaces that were developed in our previous work [12] . 
Case studies
In this section, we illustrate the usefulness of our proposed methods by analyzing real data. Therefore, we formulated three different analysis hypotheses:
• Can we identify predefined player roles during free kicks and corners and if so, how can they be described?
• Are there significant differences for free kicks and corners regarding player positions and roles?
• Which side is the preferred and stronger offensive side, and which side is more structured with respect to free kick and corner executions?
Each hypothesis is elaborated in a different case study and we describe how the methods and visualization presented in the previous sections can be employed.
Data
The data used in our case studies was provided within a collaboration with the professional sport performance analyst Prozone (http://prozonesports.stats.com/). The dataset consists of 66 soccer matches with recorded spatial location data for each of the 22 soccer players with a temporal resolution of 100 milliseconds. Additionally, the data contains different manual annotated events like fouls, passes, and crosses. For each event a record consists of the type of event, position, timestamp, and event-specific information, such as the involved players. Since these events are manually annotated they are less frequent and accurate than the spatiotemporal movement data.
Predefined Player Roles
In our data we found evidence supporting the hypothesis that we can identify and describe predefined player roles during free kicks and corner kicks. Figure 6 (a) depicts the average position of players during 64 free kicks, whose execution positions are shown in Figure 5 . During free kicks, five to six players are positioned around the penalty area, one player (number 5) is ready to receive the ball centrally and two players are more defensive, while the other two players are responsible for the execution of the free kick. In Figure 6 (b), we visualize the average position of the players during 86 corner kicks. There are seven players around the penalty area (with five players within), there are again two players for the defense and one player (number 10) performing the corners.
Of special interest are the players 27 and 31 during the execution of free kicks and corners (see Figure 8 (a) and 8 (b), respectively). Player 27 is always positioned directly in front of the goal, indicating that this player is strong with headers. Player 31 never takes part offensively, but rather covers the own half around the middle line. These observations strongly indicate predefined roles of these players. Other interesting players are players 4 and 13. During corners, player 4 seems to support player 31 defensively, while during free kicks, he is involved in the execution. Player 13 instead is defensive during free kicks, when otherwise player 31 would be alone, and during corners, he plays rather offensively.
Differences between Free Kicks and Corners
Several commonalities are revealed in Figure 6 (a) and Figure 6 (b). Players 27 and 21, for example, are always closest to the opponent goal, while players 16 and 5 are directly behind players 27 and 21. Furthermore, player 31 is always performing defensive duties. If we compare the probabilities of the player positions of free kicks and corners ( Figure 13 ), we can see that the positions at corners are almost perfectly predefined. Almost all players have a probability of over 90 percent, with the only exception being player 10. This could also indicate the correlation of starting position and player positioning seeing corners as free kicks with a predefined execution position. The free kicks are selected in a larger area (see Figure 5 ) and therefore the probabilities shrink.
Structure and Team Organization
The preferred side of the considered team can roughly be estimated by comparing the obtained free kicks across the offensive side of the soccer pitch. In Figure 1 (b) and (c), we can clearly see a prevalence of free kicks on the right side of the pitch. About twice as much free kicks were obtained on the right side, compared to the left side. Also, the free kicks were overall more dangerous on the right side, indicated by the darker blue color of the respective voronoi cells. Another sign for a stronger offensive on the right side is the execution of the free kicks (and also corners), for which a heat map of the ball curves can be seen in Figure 7 (a) for free kicks and Figure 7 (b) for corners. The free kicks from the right side have a clearer path from execution position to the penalty area, compared to the free kicks from the left side, indicating more danger arising from free kicks executed from the right side. To a slightly lesser degree, this also holds true for corners (see Figure 7 (b) ).
Conclusion
We presented a system following the visual informationseeking mantra of Ben Shneiderman to analyze a team's match plan. Therefore, we proposed appropriate analysis and visualization techniques for the different steps of "overview first" (Section 3), "zoom and filter" (Section 4), then "detailon-demand" (Section 5). We focused on match situations with mostly fixed parameters such as free kicks and corner kicks. In various use cases like the analysis of dangerousness or formation and variation prediction, we show that visual information seeking enables analysts to derive global strategies. However, there exists still a challenge to extract strategies from a set of observations. In the future, we plan to integrate a way to organize collections of findings and assemble them to form a bigger picture. Analysis management tools and analysis provenance tools can help to organize a strategy from sets of findings.
Interactive searching to navigate through the data is a crucial part of our system. We integrated methods for spatial searching (define start/end regions or sketches) but we may also need to search for similar player behavior on more abstract levels. How players adapt their behavior according to the interdependencies with other players from the own and the other team may, for example, be a very interesting analysis task. Our high level goal is to define a "behavior" feature vector.
Ultimately, a team's strategy and tactical behavior is not static over time, but adapts to specific (game-changing) events. We need methods to visualize these changes over time. As a simple approach we may show the temporal measurements as time series. It is, however, unclear how we can visualize the overall strategy or tactic. Semantic visualizations realized, for example, with the help of glyphs [21] may be an important first step with respect to this open problem.
